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@moen expands kitchen faucets with Power Clean technology, providing more force to
get tough jobs done
Peanut butter – meet your match! @moen Power Clean has optimized cleaning power
to get dishes clean – fast!

Moen Extends Power Clean™ to Additional
Kitchen Faucets
PIONEERING TECHNOLOGY MAKES CLEAN-UP FAST AND EFFICIENT

Key Facts
PLATFORMS
Available on many Moen Retail and
Wholesale kitchen faucets

North Olmsted, Ohio… Sticky, caked-on
messes are all too common in the kitchen sink.
Rinsing dishes, pots or pans with a lackluster
spray that may still need extra scrubbing to get
dishes clean only causes frustration. And if the
spray does have force behind it, water splash
back around the sink area can make a big
mess.

Kinzel™ Pullout Kitchen Faucet with Power Clean™
technology

Delivering on its commitment to fulfill unmet consumer needs, Moen is expanding its popular
Power Clean™ technology to even more kitchen faucets, providing more force to get tough jobs
done.
Power Clean technology provides 50 percent more spray power versus most Moen pulldown
and pullout faucets without the Power Clean technology, while containing splash and
minimizing mess. Now, users can clean dishes faster and reduce the amount of residual water
in and around the sink. Greater force means faster clean-up with less water used.

“Now, cleaning up messes at the kitchen sink is simplified,” said Tom Tylicki, senior product
manager at Moen. “Power Clean delivers the spray force homeowners need without the worry
of excessive splashing. Peanut butter, cake batter and other tough-to-rinse foods are no match
for this powerful spray.”

KITCHEN FAUCETS THAT ARE NOW AVAILABLE WITH POWER CLEAN TECHNOLOGY
INCLUDE:


Aberdeen™ Pulldown – Architectural details provide an elegant style and the extra
height of the high-arc spout offers ample clearance to wash large pans.



Align® Pulldown, Pulldown with MotionSense™, Bar/Prep and Pre-rinse Spring – A
geometric handle emphasizes this collection’s simplicity and elegance of design. The
slim, tubular spray head creates a streamlined appearance.



Arbor® Pullout, Pulldown, Pulldown with MotionSense and Bar/Prep – The faucet
handle’s slight flare and the spout’s curve create a transitional look that works with a
variety of decorating styles.



Brantford® Pulldown, Pulldown with MotionSense, Pullout and Bar/Prep – The faucets
add a finishing touch to traditionally styled spaces.



Essie™ Pulldown – Offers graceful curves and elegance, as well as a single-handle
lever to easily adjust water temperature and flow.



Integra® Pullout – Giving pullout utility to any sink, this faucet features simple styling
that complements an array of décor choices.



Kaden™ Pulldown – Now available in a Mediterranean Bronze finish, the transitionally
styled faucet features smooth, flowing lines and has two-functions – powerful spray and
rinse modes.



Kinzel™ Pullout – The faucet’s simple, refined lines create a stylish look for any home.
Its lower profile spout offers just the right height.



Notch® Pulldown and Bar/Prep –The handle’s 45-degree slant makes a unique
statement with versatile, transitional style.



STō® Pulldown, Pulldown with MotionSense and Bar/Prep – The collection’s slim, sleek
design includes an integrated spray wand that nests neatly inside the spout.



Woodmere® Pulldown and Bar/Prep – Distinctive details, like a flowing high-arc spout
and gently contoured handle, add charm without the fuss.

NEW STYLES FOR 2017
 Edwyn™ Pulldown – The sleek, transitional styling adds elegance to the sink. Its twofunction pulldown spray wand, with rinse and spray modes, makes clean-up simple.


Lizzy™ Pulldown – The transitional faucet features a high-arc spout for ease of use
when washing dishes or filling large containers. A two-function spray wand provides
users with flexibility during clean-up.



Method™ Pullout – The modern faucet’s seamless design brings mid-century modern
style to today’s homes at an attractive price point.



Noell™ Pulldown – Simple, yet sophisticated, this traditional faucet is easy-to-use.

Power Clean faucets feature Moen’s limited lifetime warranty* to ensure superior quality.

For more information about Moen kitchen faucets with Power Clean, visit moen.com or call
1-800-BUY-MOEN (1-800-289-6636).

Download High-Res Images
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*For complete warranty information, visit moen.com. Important exclusions apply. Warranty only applies to original
purchaser.
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ABOUT MOEN
As the #1 faucet brand in North America, Moen offers a diverse
selection of thoughtfully designed kitchen and bath faucets,
showerheads, accessories, bath safety products, kitchen sinks and
garbage disposals for residential applications – each delivering the best
possible combination of meaningful innovation, useful features, on-trend
styling and lasting value. In addition, Moen® Commercial offers superiorperforming products that can deliver lower lifetime costs for today's
facilities.
Moen is part of Fortune Brands Home & Security, Inc. (NYSE: FBHS),
which creates products and services that help fulfill the dreams of
homeowners and help people feel more secure. The Company's trusted
brands include Moen®, Riobel®, ROHL® and Perrin & Rowe® under its
Global Plumbing Group (GPG), Master Lock® and Sentry® Safe security
products, MasterBrand Cabinets® and Therma-Tru® entry door systems.
Fortune Brands holds market leadership positions in all of its segments.
Fortune Brands is part of the S&P 500 Index. For more information,
please visit www.FBHS.com.
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